Voi

®

Laminate Desking

Desking that
gets you

Your Desk, Your Way
The people who work for your organization have a unified purpose. Shouldn’t their desks
have a unified look? Voi desking from The HON Company not only offers desks and
storage solutions for every application—private offices, semi-private offices, open plan,
benching, and more—it also presents an integrated design for the entire workplace.
Designed to meet the needs of any user, Voi’s layered worksurfaces, practical storage
components, versatile materials, and compact footprints can be personalized to achieve
the right mix of functionality and style. Voi also meets your need for a solution that’s
easy to specify and intuitive to install. The line’s efficient offering simplifies the whole
purchasing process. And with HON-quality construction and top-grade laminate, you
can trust that your investment will pay off for years to come.
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Voi GETS YOU NOTICED
Image is as important as functionality in
private office settings—and Voi delivers both.

Voi GETS YOU Accessible
Semi-private Voi configurations use a single
architectural wall for storage and power.

Voi GETS YOU COLLABORATING
Benching stations bring teams together
while providing plenty of personal storage.

Voi GETS YOU Multi-tasking
It combines with Initiate® or Abound®
workstations in offices with open floorplans.

Voi GETS YOU MOBILE
Smaller footprints make Voi the perfect
touchdown station for on-the-go people.

Voi GETS YOU POWERED UP
Versatile electrical components provide safe,
convenient access to power and technology.

THE WAYS WE WORK
Voi’s selection of worksurface shapes and storage options
come together cleverly to support the variety of work tasks
people need to complete. Do you need to set the stage for
collaboration? Establish the appropriate tone for meeting
with clients? Use open space more efficiently? Voi makes it
all possible—and more.
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Private office
Inside four walls with a
door, Voi strikes the right
mix of professionalism and
personality for executives
and managers.
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Open plan
Voi desking partners
with Abound and Initiate
workstations to maximize
space in open plan
configurations. You can
also leverage Initiate
or Abound electrical
components for a
powered Voi solution.
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semi-private
Whether they’re used by
one person or shared, Voi
semi-private offices are
perfect for workers whose
desking needs can be met
in smaller footprints. In
these applications, Voi
uses architectural walls
for storage support and
power access.
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benching
Voi's privacy screens,
storage solutions, and
power/data accessories
bring greater functionality
to collaborative areas.
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Touchdown
A simple Voi configuration
supports visitors, customers,
and others who need a
short-term home base.

THE SPACES IN YOUR SPACE
Voi’s integrated design unites a workplace, bringing a variety of spaces together
with a consistent style. You can easily outfit your entire facility with Voi: private
offices, semi-private offices, benching stations, and touchdown stations. And the
same kit of parts and pieces that form desks in these applications are compatible
with HON’s Initiate or Abound workstations in open plan configurations.
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PLENTY OF PARTICULARS
Details? Voi’s got them. These thoughtfully designed,
practical touches mean a lot to people—and offer
opportunities to further personalize their space.

HANDLES
Voi’s sleek, functional design means
the options you select—right down
to the storage handles—help shape
its style.

MIXED MATERIALS
Blend solid or patterned laminate
worksurfaces with woodgrain
laminate storage fronts and metal
legs and trim for a contemporary
mix of materials.

STORAGE CUBES
Brightly colored metal storage
cubes help enhance organization
and add a distinctive punch of
personality to any space.

MODESTY PANELS
Modesty panels enhance seated
privacy in Voi desks. They are
available in full-height, halfheight, or floating.

PRIVACY SCREENS
Privacy screens—either above
the worksurface, or above and
below—lend a sense of personal
space to a collaborative setting.

power and data
Whether you need basic wire
management for one desk
or a hardwire solution to
accommodate several stations,
Voi puts power and data access
right where it’s needed.

LOTS OF LOOKS
Voi’s light scale and clean horizontal planes create a visual language that
it carries throughout a workplace. The smart selection of top shapes,
supports, storage components, materials, and color combinations gives
Voi the flexibility to express the right image for your organization.
Conventional to contemporary, Voi is just your style.
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VOI Build Your Own
VOI
VOI Build
Build Your
Your Own
Own

Ready for Tomorrow

Build Your Desk
Voi’s selection of integrated components lets you easily
configure a workspace that suits your needs.

add as needed
As you grow, Voi can grow with you. Configurations are designed to
expand, and power and data solutions are scalable.

Your Kit Of parts
With a surprisingly minimal number of basic components, Voi’s efficient
offering can save you time and stress when selecting and purchasing office
furniture. The line was carefully designed to provide a range of options that
are simple to specify and easy to assemble. And once installed, Voi components
can be reconfigured easily to enable a variety of different work styles.

Full Speed Ahead
The same parts and pieces can be reconfigured and
supplemented to support the evolving demands of
today’s office.
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private office
In conventional finishes and configurations, Voi looks
right at home in more conservative workplaces.

Smaller Footprints
Voi lets you conserve floor space while still
providing plenty of useable worksurface area.

LESS IS SO MUCH MORE
LAYERING WORKSURFACES
By allowing you to layer
worksurfaces over shelves
or storage, Voi delivers
more storage options even
in smaller footprints.
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Voi’s refined scale and compact configurations allow you to enhance
the efficiency of your space without sacrificing the efficiency of your
people. The variety of storage options—including credenzas that fit
neatly below worksurfaces to create a highly functional layering
effect—gives you more desk in the same footprint as your current desk.

BOOKCASE SUPPORTS
A bookcase can be used to
provide worksurface support,
turning wasted space into useful
storage or display space.
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Worksurfaces

Storage

Accessories

Top Shapes

Rectangle

power ready storage

rudder

saddle

wedge

floor credenza
open

floor credenza
2 file

Low Credenza
4 Storage doors

floor credenza
open

floor credenza
2 file

Low Credenza
4 Storage doors

storage cube
and DRAWER
ORGANIZER

layering shelf

pedestal
cushion

low credenza
open

low credenza
lh drawer

low credenza
rh drawer

low credenza
open

low credenza
lh drawer

low credenza
rh drawer

credenza
cushion

led light

markerboard

O-leg to panel
bracket

overhead cabinet
panel mounted
brackets

Worksurface supports

systems integration

low credenza
2 file/2 box

O-Leg

low credenza
o-leg

credenza cabinet
lateral file

low credenza
2 file/2 box

Wardrobe
Storage Tower 50"

Personal
storage tower

Wardrobe
Storage Tower 50"

4 drawer
lateral file

storage cabinet
overhead
cabinet with
sliding door

3 shelf
bookcase

Multi file
Lateral File
mobile pedestal

shelf for
overhead
cabinet

Wall-mount
tackboard

mobile credenza

stack-on
storage with
sliding door
SLIM PROFILE
box/box/file
pedestal

Laminate floating
modesty Panel

mixed material
floating modesty
panel

above privacy
screen

above/below
Privacy Screen

overhead
cabinet with
mixed material
doors

power ready support storage

file/file
pedestal

Laminate Modesty
panel full Height

power and data components

stack-on storage
corner bookcase

box/box/file
pedestal

Laminate Modesty
panel half Height

2 shelf
bookcase
o-leg support
for overhead
cabinet: 50" & 65"

2 drawer
lateral

overhead
cabinet
with doors

SLIM PROFILE
box/box/file
pedestal
4 shelf
bookcase

bookcase
support

Modesty Panels / Privacy screens

Personal
storage tower

overhead cabinets

2 drawer
Lateral file

file/file
pedestal

Wardrobe
Storage Tower 65"
end panel
With bracket

external support
channel

support storage

box/box/file
pedestal

low credenza
Open Top

post leg

Wardrobe
Storage Tower 65"

end panel

low credenza
Open Top

Bookcase Hutch

stack-on
storage
with doors

receptacles

connectors

wire management

power grommets

credenza kit

hardwire infeed

stack-on storage
with mixed
material doors

stack-on
storage
tackboard
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2 drawer
lateral

Multi file
Lateral File

jumpers
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products, materials, and finishes shown:
Front: Voi semi-private
office with laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, low credenza in
Brilliant White (chassis) and
Harbor Teak (drawer fronts),
O-legs and handles in
Platinum Metallic.
Pages 2-3 A: Voi semiprivate office with laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, low credenzas and
stack-on storage in Brilliant
White (chassis) and Harbor
Teak (drawer fronts), O-legs
and handles in Platinum
Metallic, and storage cubes
in Citron. Voi low credenzas
in Brilliant White with credenza cushions in Silvertex™
Permablok3® Celery.
Ignition™ work chairs in
Whisper Brilliant White with
mesh backs and Polished
Aluminum bases.
Page 6 B: Voi private office
in Brilliant White with laminate
worksurfaces in Harbor Teak,
wall-mounted overhead
cabinet in Brilliant White
(chassis) and Harbor Teak
(sliding door front), Frosted
Translucent floating modesty
panel, handles and storage
cube in Platinum Metallic.
Ceres™ work chair fully
upholstered in Whisper
Cashew with Polished
Aluminum arm stems and
base. Ceres multi-purpose
chair with ilira®-stretch M4
mesh back in Black, seat
in Whisper Cashew, arms,
glides, and Textured Platinum
Metallic frame.
Page 6 C: Voi semi-private
office with laminate
worksurfaces and layering
shelf in Brilliant White, low
credenza and wall-mounted
overhead cabinet in Brilliant
White (chassis) and Harbor
Teak (door fronts), O-legs
and storage cube in Platinum
Metallic. Nucleus™ work
chair with ilira-stretch M4
mesh back in Black, seat in
Impact Putty, and Polished
Aluminum base.
Page 7 D: Voi open plan
workstation with laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, low credenzas and
panel-mounted overhead
cabinets in Brilliant White
(chassis) and Harbor Teak
(door fronts), O-legs and
handles in Platinum Metallic,
and storage cubes in Citron.
Abound panel frames with
fabric tiles in Appoint
Artichoke and Platinum
Metallic trim. Ceres work
chairs with ilira-stretch M4
mesh backs in Vanilla, seats
in Silvertex Permablok3
Celery, and Black arm
stems and bases.

Page 7 F: Voi touchdown
station with laminate worksurfaces in Brilliant White,
personal wardrobe towers in
Brilliant White (chassis) and
Harbor Teak (drawer fronts),
low credenzas in Brilliant
White (chassis) and Harbor
Teak (drawer fronts),
credenza cushions in
Silvertex Permablok3 Celery,
and storage cubes in Citron.
Nucleus work chairs with
ilira-stretch M4 mesh backs
in Vanilla, seats in Exes Envy,
and Polished Aluminum bases.
Pages 8-9 G: Voi semi-private
office with laminate worksurfaces in Brilliant White,
floor credenzas and personal
storage towers in Columbian
Walnut, layering shelves
in Brilliant White, O-legs
and handles in Champagne
Metallic, and storage cubes
in Autumn. Nucleus work
chairs with ilira-stretch M4
mesh backs in Vanilla, seats
in Stitchery Ganache, and
Black bases.
Pages 10-11 H: Voi semiprivate office with laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, low credenzas and
layering shelves in Brilliant
White, stack-on storage
cabinets in Brilliant White
with Frosted Translucent
doors, O-legs and handles
in Platinum Metallic, above/
below privacy screen in
Frosted Translucent, and
storage cubes in Flame.
Ignition work chairs in Arrondi
Berry with mesh backs and
Black bases.
Page 12-13 I: Voi open plan
workstations with laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, low credenzas in
Brilliant White (chassis) and
Columbian Walnut (drawer
fronts), credenza cushions
in Silvertex Permablok3
Mandarin, and O-legs and
handles in Champagne
Metallic. Initiate workstation
panels in Glow Pyrite panel
fabric and Champagne
Metallic trim. Ignition work
chairs in Stitchery Poppy with
mesh backs and Black bases.
Back J: Voi semi-private
office with laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, floor credenza and
personal storage tower in
Columbian Walnut, layering
shelves in Brilliant White,
O-legs and handles in
Champagne Metallic, and
Frosted Translucent floating
modesty panel.

Page 7 E: Voi benching
station with power and wire
management. Laminate
worksurfaces in Brilliant
White, O-legs in Platinum
Metallic, low credenzas in
Brilliant White (chassis) and
Harbor Teak (drawer fronts),
credenza cushions in Silvertex
Permablok3 Celery, and
storage cubes in Citron.
Nucleus work chairs with
ilira-stretch M4 mesh backs
in Vanilla, seats in Silvertex
Permablok3 Celery, and
Polished Aluminum bases.

LIGHT AND TOUGH
Voi may bring a lighter scale to desking,
but it’s built to be tough. Its strong internal
frame and sturdy metal-to-metal construction
deliver the durability you expect from HON.
Top-grade laminate resists scratches, stains,
and wear. And it’s all covered by The HON
Company’s Limited Lifetime Warranty.
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The HON Company
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